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Complex cases where data policy is unknown:

• In-situ data that were electronically exchanged (e.g., GTS) before WMO Resolution 40 (1995).

• Can WMO-Essential and WMO-Additional classifications be retrospectively assigned?

• Can historical data that pre-dates the electronic exchange era be presumed to be open?

• Original records are paper and may or may not be held or owned by the country where the 

observations were made.

• Who owns, and therefore chooses, the policy for the digitised data? The digitisers? The 

country of observation? The country funding original observation?

• Can derived daily, monthly and gridded values from hourly observations be made open where it 

is not possible to retrieve the original hourly observations?

• The source of the hourly observations could be identified and traced.

• What about stations that change their network designation and therefore whether they are 

classed as WMO-Essential or not through time?

• What about stations where political boundary changes means that the owning country at the time 

of observation is different to that of present day? Or that the country that funded the observation 

is not the country where the observation was made?

• Are the non-00, 06, 12, 18Z hours observations from stations identified as part of the Regional 

Basic Surface Network (RBSN) WMO-Additional unless otherwise specified?

• Are all WMO Publication 9 Volume A listed stations WMO-Essential? And all hours?

Our ability to monitor the climate and provide quality 

information to decision makers and society depends on 

accessible and legally usable in-situ data: historically, 

currently and into the future.

The use policy of climate products 

and services depends on the input 

data policy: WMO-Essential, WMO-

Additional, WMO-Other?

• In-situ climate data underpin many of our headline 

climate indicators, monitoring products and services.

• We have previously assumed everything is open and 

free for research and education – and similarly for all 

derived products. 

• The use of climate products and services is now 

much wider than research and education. It includes 

Government policy and business (e.g. energy and 

transport sectors) planning and continuity. Therefore, 

there is a need to be able to use climate products 

and services beyond ‘research and education’ and 

even for commercial purposes.

• There are moves towards commercially open in-situ 

data but for the vast majority, the policy is not open

or the policy is unknown and near-impossible to 

establish.

• A conservative ‘do-no-harm’ approach where only 

data with a clear open policy is used considerably 

reduces the amount of data available for producing 

observation-based climate products and services, 

leaving large uncertainty and gaps in time and space. 

Data policy issues for in-situ based climate 
monitoring and services
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• WMO Resolution 40 calls for free and unrestricted international 
exchange of meteorological data, related data and products. 

• It mandates this for those data that are considered ‘essential’ –
Annex 1: RBSN 6 hourly, CLIMAT, marine, radiosonde, aircraft… 

• All other meteorological data and products are considered to be 
‘additional’ whereby owners are asked to share data freely but 
with the ability to place restrictions on their commercial use. 

• We interpret the ‘essential’ and ‘additional’ data categories as 
use cases of commercial and non-commercial, respectively. 

• Some countries have declared that none of their observations 
are ‘additional’, e.g, Norway, Netherlands, Latvia, Luxembourg 
and Sweden. Others such as Germany and the USA state open
data policies on their webpages.

Use of in-situ meteorological data for 
climate monitoring products and services is 
guided mostly by interpretation of WMO 
Resolution 40

“Members shall provide on a free and 

unrestricted basis essential data and 

products which are necessary for the provision 

of services in support of the protection of life 

and property and the well‐being of all nations, 

particularly those basic data and products… 

required to describe and forecast accurately 

weather and climate, and support WMO 

Programmes.”

_____________

“Members should also provide the additional

data and products which are required to 

sustain WMO Programmes at the global, 

regional, and national levels and, further, as 

agreed, to assist other Members in the 

provision of meteorological services in their 

countries. …WMO Members may be justified 

in placing conditions on their re‐export for 

commercial purposes outside of the receiving 

country or group of countries forming a single 

economic group….”



Currently, deciphering data policy is near-impossible for the vast 

majority of in-situ observations. If we are restricted to only using 

data for which the policy is clear and open then there will be large 

uncertainty and gap in climate monitoring products and services.

The purpose of climate monitoring products 
and services has changed and data policy is 
now extremely important

Historically, scientists have been able to access near-real time and 

historical meteorological data from GTS/WIS feeds, various archives 

and digitisation projects, with the understanding that onward use was 

limited to research and education. Hence, although some data policies 

were in place, they had limited effect on climate products and 

understanding. 

With the growth of climate services and commercial sector needs, 

these data policies are more important, with each individual 

observation being “owned” and hence having policy that dictates its 

permitted onwards use. 

Long-term high-quality, climate monitoring products and services are 

becoming increasingly important for: 

• national and global assessments, 

• mitigation and adaptation decision making, 

• understanding climate variability and change, 

• validating and improving climate models, 

• and a wide range of other climate services. 

Additionally, they are becoming essential to the planning (near- and far-

term) and resilience of commercial sector entities that underpin much 

of society such as energy, transport and agriculture. 

Climate Monitoring is no longer just monthly mean gridded products. 

High spatial and temporal resolution is required to capture the range of 

extremes that impact society. This means having access and being 

able to share openly products and services that use hourly (and more 

frequent) observations. 


